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Abstract

To ensure a comprehensive and scientifically rigorous analysis, adhering to standardized procedures serves as the foundation of any investigation. In the realm of digital forensics, the establishment of well-defined protocols for generating exhaustive reports to analyze digital evidence holds paramount importance. These reports not only carry significance in legal contexts but are also increasingly valuable across various industries for internal purposes. Esteemed organizations like the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have played a pivotal role in shaping recognized standards in this domain. The primary goal of this report is to conduct an in-depth comparison between two prominent digital forensics standards: ISO/IEC 27037, widely embraced in industries, and NIST SP 800-86, predominantly prevalent in academic circles. Through this comprehensive analysis, the report aims to provide valuable insights to Digital Evidence First Responders (DEFR), including law enforcement, academia, and industry professionals. By elucidating the discrepancies, scopes, and limitations inherent in each standard, DEFRs can bolster their understanding, thus empowering them to make well-informed decisions during digital investigations. Future works in this field should focus on the continual evolution of digital forensic practices, adapting to new technologies and challenges, and ensuring that standards remain up to date with the dynamic digital landscape.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of a standard for a framework in an organization requires a measurement to assess the effectiveness and maturity of the implementation of the standard. This measurement can be used to track the progress of the organization in implementing the standard, and to identify areas where improvements can be made. Some of the factors that can be measured include the level of compliance with the standard, the effectiveness of the organization's processes, and the satisfaction of the organization's stakeholders [1].
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The integrated implementation of forensic standards offers a multitude of benefits, ranging from enhanced comprehensiveness to elevated quality in forensic investigations. By skillfully applying one forensic standard in conjunction with another or seamlessly integrating both standards, forensic investigators gain a substantial advantage in conducting highly effective and efficient investigations [2]. Such a comprehensive approach empowers them to navigate complexities with utmost proficiency, ensuring meticulous scrutiny and strategic analysis of digital evidence, ultimately leading to more robust outcomes and greater success in their investigative endeavors. The measurement of the implementation of a standard can be a valuable tool for organizations that are committed to improving their information security practices. By tracking their progress and identifying areas where improvements can be made, organizations can ensure that they are implementing the standard effectively and that they are protecting their information assets from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction [3].

The use of this standard enables organizations to reduce risks, either by reducing the likelihood or impact of the risk, or both, for risks associated with the limitations of the standard used [4]. This can be achieved by identifying and addressing the limitations of the standard used. In situations where a standard falls short of encompassing all the potential risks an organization might encounter, the organization could find it necessary to devise supplementary controls to address and mitigate those specific risks effectively. Alternatively, when a standard lacks explicit directive on risk mitigation strategies, seeking guidance from an expert might be indispensable for crafting a well-structured plan tailored to the organization's unique circumstances [3]. One of the potential guidance provided by standards includes the concept of decision-making, outlining choices or steps through a flowchart or framework [6], as depicted in the illustration Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Decision Making Framework](image-url)
By identifying and addressing the limitations of a standard, organizations can reduce the risks they face and protect their assets. One of the implications of using these standards is an organization’s ability to mitigate risks by either reducing the likelihood of their occurrence, minimizing their impact, or a combination of both, concerning issues related to the limitations imposed by the standard being employed [7].

In the realm of forensic practices, guidelines play a pivotal role as a fundamental framework for reference. The selection of appropriate guidelines tailored to the specific field becomes an unavoidable consideration. In practice, choosing the right guidelines becomes a critical factor in executing forensic investigations with utmost effectiveness and efficiency [8]. These guidelines serve as the bedrock for well-structured and dependable investigative procedures, ensuring the integrity and precision of investigation outcomes. By adhering to suitable guidelines, forensic processes can be executed with a more targeted and comprehensive approach, leading to meaningful and reliable results applicable in various legal, security, and information management contexts [9].

The significance of establishing standardized guidelines for digital evidence analysis cannot be overstated. These standards serve as a cornerstone for ensuring the integrity, consistency, and reliability of the investigative process, fostering trust and transparency within the legal system [10], [11]. Two prominent standards that have gained widespread recognition and adoption are the NIST SP 800-86 and the ISO/IEC 27037.

NIST SP 800-86, provides a comprehensive framework for conducting digital forensics investigations. It outlines a structured approach encompassing the identification, preservation, collection, examination, analysis, and reporting of digital evidence [11]. The guide emphasizes the importance of maintaining a documented chain of custody to ensure the evidentiary trail remains unbroken and verifiable. ISO/IEC 27037 delves specifically into the handling and preservation of digital evidence. It establishes best practices for ensuring the integrity and authenticity of evidence throughout the investigative process [12]. The standard outlines procedures for identifying relevant evidence, collecting it without compromising its state, acquiring it in a forensically sound manner, and preserving it securely to prevent any alterations or loss.

There are many strong advantages to digital forensics practitioners adhering to these standards, like NIST SP 800-86 and ISO/IEC 27037. In the first place, it ensures that evidence is handled and examined consistently and reproducibly by promoting standardization and consistency throughout investigations. Maintaining the integrity of the judicial system and guaranteeing the admission of evidence in court proceedings depend heavily on this consistency. Further, these standards improve the dependability and legitimacy of digital
evidence [13]. Investigators can reduce the possibility of contaminating evidence or making mistakes when handling and analysing it by adhering to established protocols. This in turn reinforces the prosecution’s case and the evidentiary basis of the investigations.

Furthermore, established techniques promote collaboration and knowledge exchange among digital forensics investigators. Investigators can successfully communicate findings, share expertise, and stay up-to-date on evolving methodologies and technology when they use a shared language and structure. This collaborative approach fosters continual advancement in the field of digital forensics [13][14]. The importance of standards such as NIST SP 800-86 and ISO/IEC 27037 in directing the digital evidence analysis process cannot be overemphasized. These standards establish a solid framework for safeguarding the integrity, consistency, and dependability of digital evidence, thereby aiding in the pursuit of justice in the digital age [15]. Their widespread acceptance by digital forensics practitioners is critical to preserving the credibility and effectiveness of digital investigations.

2. METHODS

To obtain the comparison results of the two standards used in this research, a descriptive method was employed. This method utilized a literature review of the NIST SP 800-86 document, which was then compared with the ISO 27037 document. In this research, the descriptive method was used to provide a detailed and systematic overview of the phenomena or objects under study. The approach involved analyzing the literature of both standards, NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037, with a particular focus on the digital forensics acquisition process [16]. The steps in the descriptive method for this research may include:

1) Identifying sections in the documents that pertain to the digital forensics acquisition process.
2) Noting and examining the guidelines, procedures, and recommendations provided in each document related to the acquisition process.
3) Comparing and analyzing the differences and similarities between the two standards in the context of the acquisition process.
4) Organizing the comparison results in the form of narrative or tables to present a clear understanding of the differences and similarities between the two standards.

The outcome of this descriptive method is expected to provide a deeper understanding of the commonalities and differences between NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037:2012 regarding the digital forensics acquisition process. Additionally,
these results may serve as a foundation for further research or practical implementation in the field of digital forensics[17].

To obtain the comparison results of the two standards used in this research, a descriptive method is employed. This method involves a literature review of the NIST SP 800-86 document, which will be contrasted with the ISO 27037 document.

2.1. NIST SP 800-86

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) SP 800-86 standard provides general guidelines for the handling of electronic and/or digital evidence. The standard focuses on the acquisition of computer forensic evidence, and the guidance is still relevant for the handling of digital evidence as of the date of this report. The standard provides guidance on the following topics: identification, collection, preservation, examination, and reporting of electronic and/or digital evidence[18][11].

NIST SP 800-86 provides clear guidelines for the handling of electronic and/or digital evidence in general. Despite this, the guidance remains relevant and reliable for addressing cyber-attacks on smart homes[18]. The investigation process outlined by NIST encompasses the stages of collection, examination, analysis, and reporting, as depicted in the figure below.

![Figure 2. NIST SP 800-86 Framework](image)

The guidance offered by NIST is firmly rooted in rigorous research, meticulously capturing both its merits and limitations, and subsequently disseminated through scholarly publications[19]. The iterative enhancement of the quality and validity of this guidance is a testament to the scientific rigor embedded in its development methodology[20].

2.2. ISO 27037

ISO/IEC 27037 is an internationally recognized standard that offers comprehensive recommendations for the effective management of electronic evidence. It encompasses critical aspects, including the identification, collection,
acquisition, and preservation of electronic evidence that holds potential probative value, i.e., its capacity to establish or refute facts in legal proceedings[21]. Electronic evidence encompasses diverse data types like computer files, emails, text messages, and social media posts.

This standard equips organizations with valuable guidance on preserving the probative value of electronic evidence throughout its lifecycle. It emphasizes the need to safeguard evidence against any alterations or destruction, ensuring its accessibility for thorough analysis. Additionally, the standard addresses specific or unique scenarios that may arise during electronic evidence management, such as dealing with evidence dispersed across multiple jurisdictions[22]. Its comprehensive approach establishes a reliable framework for handling electronic evidence in a manner that upholds its integrity and admissibility in legal proceedings. The standard is specifically developed to assist organizations in fulfilling their legal requirements and ensuring that the management of electronic evidence aligns with widely accepted best practices in the field [23]. ISO/IEC 27037 provides recommendations for specific tasks in the management of electronic evidence, including identification, collection, acquisition, and preservation of electronic evidence that may have probative significance.

![ISO 27037 Framework](Figure 3. ISO 27037 Framework)

This standard offers guidance to organizations regarding specific or unique scenarios they may encounter during the management of electronic evidence, helping them establish disciplined protocols and facilitating the possibility of conducting analysis on electronic evidence across different jurisdictions [24]. In the context of managing digital evidence, this standard encompasses several critical aspects, namely auditability, justifiability, and either repeatability or reproducibility, contingent upon the specific field conditions [25].
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A proficient and experienced DEFR should possess the capability to perform all procedures outlined in the documentation and achieve consistent results without the need for external guidance or interpretation [26]. However, the DEFR must be mindful that certain situations may prevent the possibility of repeating a specific test, such as when an original hard drive has been copied and reintroduced for use, or when dealing with items involving volatile memory. In such instances, the DEFR must ensure the reliability of the acquisition process. To ensure repeatability, it is crucial to establish quality control measures and maintain comprehensive documentation of the entire process [27].

2.3. Differences

In order to facilitate a more profound comparison, a comprehensive table encompassing the aforementioned standards is presented below. Table 1 is thoughtfully designed to offer a holistic view of the commonalities and differences between the standards, as well as their respective limitations. It is envisioned that this table will provide practitioners with clearer guidance in comprehending the intricacies and relevance of both standards, assisting in making strategic decisions pertaining to digital security and evidence management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>NIST SP 800-86</th>
<th>ISO 27037</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Investigation</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Collection</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Examination</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Preservation</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of the table reveals that both standards, NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037, share similarities in the data collection phase of forensic investigations. However, significant differences arise in other critical stages, including examination, analysis, acquisition, preservation, and reporting[28]. While NIST SP 800-86 may primarily focus on aspects related to digital evidence collection[29], ISO 27037 offers a more comprehensive and holistic guidance[30].

NIST SP800-86 and ISO 27037 are two widely recognized information security standards. Despite their differing focus, these two criteria are critical in directing the analysis of digital evidence[31][32]. This comprehensive comparison examines the various perspectives that distinguish NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037, putting light on their distinct contributions to the complex process of digital evidence analysis. This comparison reveals the strengths and nuances of each standard by examining the methodologies they advocate, the investigative approaches they
promote, the identification processes they recommend, the acquisition techniques they endorse, the analysis methods they support, and the reporting guidelines they establish [33]. This allows for a better understanding of their complementary roles in the pursuit of justice in the digital age. Here's a comparison of the two standards from several perspectives as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>NIST SP 800-86</th>
<th>ISO 27037</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Main focus</td>
<td>Guide to computer forensic investigation and incident response</td>
<td>Standard for information security management systems (ISMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Provides a structured framework for digital forensic investigations, from identification to reporting</td>
<td>Establish requirements for effective implementation and maintenance of ISMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Target User</td>
<td>Digital forensic investigators, incident response team</td>
<td>Organizations that want to improve their information security posture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A thorough awareness of these variances and similarities enables forensics practitioners to select the guidelines that are most appropriate for their organization's needs and specific investigative scenarios, eventually enhancing the efficiency and efficacy of forensic operations [34]. While NIST SP 800-86 and ISO/IEC 27037 are both important digital forensic standards, their fundamental objectives and guiding principles differ [35]. The following explanation will demonstrate how each standard influences digital forensic investigation procedures, as well as potential outcomes and variances in efficiency.

These standard addresses various subjects, the first of which is Standardization Methodology. Well-defined protocols for identification, preservation, collecting, inspection, analysis, and reporting [36]. The second component is the Chain of Custody, which has a standard scope and includes traces of specific documentation to show the evidence's integrity throughout the investigation [37].

The use of measures to prevent random or deliberate changes to digital evidence is covered in the third part of the read-only acquisition process, followed by forensic tools and procedures that deal with using special tools for in-depth analysis to reveal buried information and recreate timelines [38]. It enables researchers to blend data from several sources to form a comprehensive picture of the issue.
### Table 3. Key Aspects of Digital Evidence Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>NIST SP 800-86</th>
<th>ISO 27037</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Standardized Methodology</td>
<td>Promote a structured approach consisting of six stages: identification, preservation, collection, inspection, analysis, and reporting</td>
<td>Emphasizes risk management and risk assessment, which can be applied in prioritizing digital evidence checks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chain of Custody</td>
<td>Recommend approaches like keyword search and hashing to discover relevant digital evidence.</td>
<td>Encourages data classification based on sensitivity to help identify digital evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emphasizes the need of maintaining custody chains and employing read-only acquisition procedures to ensure evidence integrity.</td>
<td>It does not specifically address evidence collecting, but its principles can be used to assure good evidence processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Forensic Tools and Techniques</td>
<td>Recognize the use of specialist forensic instruments and techniques for thorough analysis.</td>
<td>Instead, then directly discussing evidence analysis, emphasis is placed on correct documentation and reporting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data Correlation</td>
<td>It necessitates extensive and well-documented reporting, including methodology, instruments employed, analysis results, and chain of custody.</td>
<td>It does not directly address the reporting of digital evidence, but the principles can be used to ensure accurate and concise reporting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While there isn't necessarily a significant difference in the outcome of a digital forensics’ investigation based solely on the standard used (both aim to uncover evidence), their efficiency in different aspects may vary [39], [35]. NIST SP 800-86 offers a broader and more comprehensive framework, potentially requiring less upfront planning but demanding a thorough understanding of the entire investigation process [40]. ISO/IEC 27037 provides a more granular focus on evidence handling, potentially requiring a more meticulous approach to acquisition and preservation but streamlining those specific activities [27].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to facilitate a comprehensive understanding, a meticulously crafted and in-depth elaboration of each aspect governed by both standards has been presented in the following highly professional and detailed table. Table 4 is thoughtfully designed to provide a holistic overview of the differences and similarities between NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037, enabling practitioners to gain valuable insights into these guidelines and their implications for digital forensic investigations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>NIST SP 800-86</th>
<th>ISO 27037</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Provide a framework for storing and managing digital forensic data</td>
<td>Provide a management framework for protecting digital forensic data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Provides specific recommendations for tools and technologies that can be used to store and manage digital forensic data</td>
<td>Does not make specific recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Specific techniques and procedures for storing and managing digital forensic data</td>
<td>Technical and non-technical aspects of storing and managing digital forensic data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Phases</td>
<td>Provides a more detailed step-by-step process for storing and managing digital forensic data</td>
<td>Provides a more general overview of the process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Certifiable</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Forensic professionals</td>
<td>Information security professionals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Upon thorough examination of the presented table, it becomes unequivocally apparent that both standards exhibit remarkable congruity in the data collection phase, exemplifying their harmonized approach to digital forensic investigations. However, strikingly fundamental differences surface in nearly all other stages. Nevertheless, it is worth emphasizing that both standards unequivocally acknowledge the paramount significance of the collection phase as the very bedrock of any forensic endeavor, underscoring the pivotal role of accurate and dependable digital evidence gathering in both frameworks.
This table provides a comprehensive exposition of how NIST SP 800-86 and ISO 27037 play pivotal roles in handling digital forensics. The analysis reveals how both standards emphasize the vital importance of meticulous and purposeful handling of digital evidence to ensure the highest integrity of collected data. While they may employ different approaches and emphasize distinct aspects, they converge in addressing the myriad challenges of digital forensics. By harnessing the strengths of both standards, professionals and organizations can holistically confront digital forensic challenges, optimize investigation processes, and attain heightened information security levels in an ever advancing and complex era.

The opinion differs from the explanation on the aspects outlined above, given that the instructions on the treatment of digital evidence under these two standards provide considerably different guidance. This affects the efficiency and anticipated outcomes of the digital evidence investigation process. This in-depth study investigates the effects of NIST SP 800-86 and ISO/IEC 27037 on important phases of digital investigation, focusing on potential discrepancies in efficacy and output from each standard's use. The study's findings will be presented below.

1) Methods and approaches for investigation
   NIST SP 800-86 gives explicit recommendations on structured methodology, including six stages (identification, preservation, collection, inspection, analysis, and reporting). It ensures systematic and repeated investigations, reducing the likelihood of surveillance or error. Furthermore, he urged investigators to meticulously document each stage, fostering transparency and aiding eventual legal action. However, stiff structures may be less adaptable to highly complex or quickly changing conditions.
   ISO/IEC 27037 does not prescribe specific methodologies, promoting a more adaptable approach. However, he emphasized the significance of risk assessment, which can be incorporated in the study. Researchers might optimize their efforts by prioritizing evidence evaluation based on its potential significance (as indicated by risk assessment). This flexibility can be useful in dynamic situations, but it necessitates experienced researchers who can make sound risk-based decisions.

2) Identification process
   To identify potentially relevant digital evidence, NIST SP 800-86 supports active techniques such as keyword search and hashing during the identification stage. Organizations can improve identification procedures by using sensitivity-based data classification (as driven by ISO 27037). However, this technique may overlook buried or encrypted material, necessitating additional investigation.
   Unlike ISO/IEC 27037, this standard emphasizes data classification as a preventive step. Organizations can design a system to prioritize the identification of significant evidence during an inquiry by classifying data
ahead of time. This strategy ensures that investigators start with the most crucial data source and rely on precise pre-incident categorization.

3) Acquisition
The NIST SP 800-86 standard places a high value on maintaining the nursing chain and carefully documenting evidence to ensure that it has not been misused. It also controls the use of read-only acquisition methods in order to prevent evidence from being changed at random or on purpose. Although these techniques are necessary for regulatory compliance, they can be time-consuming, particularly for large data collections.

In conjunction with NIST SP 800-86 in terms of meticulous storage chain and documentation, the ISO/IEC 27037 standard investigates specific forensic voice-taking procedures such as bitstream copying to reduce the possibility of manipulating or contaminating evidence. While these strategies improve security, they necessitate specialized training and tools, thereby complicating the acquisition process.

4) Analysis and Reporting
The NIST SP 800-86 standard recognizes the use of sophisticated forensic tools and techniques for in-depth analysis, allowing investigators to uncover buried information, reconstruct timelines, and identify probable culprits. Furthermore, he recommended investigators to combine data from many sources (network logs, system activity logs, and user activity logs) to form a complete picture of the occurrence. Finally, the standard requires extensive and well-documented reporting that includes techniques, tools used, analysis results, and storage chains. This comprehensive report encourages transparency and communication with the legal team. However, in-depth analysis can use a lot of resources, and complete reporting necessitates large time commitments.

Although ISO/IEC 27037 does not explicitly address analysis, it does emphasize the significance of detailed documentation throughout the process. This documentation, which includes acquisition records, storage chains, and any observations made throughout the investigation, can be combined with the analysis findings to produce a more comprehensive report.

While both criteria attempt to uncover evidence and promote a successful investigation, their effectiveness varies. NIST SP 800-86 provides a comprehensive framework that may need less planning but necessitates a full understanding of the entire process. In typical cases, this systematic method can lead to faster case settlement. However, rigidity might be detrimental to adaptation in complex investigations. ISO/IEC 27037 provides a more detailed focus on evidence processing, which may necessitate a more specialized approach to collecting and preservation, but simplifies such processes. This emphasis on detail can help to ensure the integrity of evidence, but it can drag down the entire investigation process.
Some of the distinctions mentioned above are rather significant. The exposure provides a more detailed look at the guidelines provided by each standard. NIST SP 800-86 provides broader coverage of the digital investigative lifecycle, from evidence identification to findings reporting. ISO/IEC 27037, on the other hand, focuses its coverage on specific aspects of digital evidence processing and management.

ISO 27037 is intended for a broader audience of information security professionals. These professionals are responsible for ensuring that the organization's information assets are protected from unauthorized access, modification, or destruction.

The comparative analysis reveals significant differences in the adoption and scope of the two standards. NIST SP 800-86's widespread acceptance within the digital forensics' community can be attributed to its comprehensive nature, which encompasses the entire spectrum of forensic activities. This emphasis on a well-structured and thorough process ensures that digital evidence is handled meticulously from the initial stages of identification and collection to the final stages of preservation and analysis. As a result, NIST SP 800-86 provides a robust framework for practitioners and researchers seeking a detailed and methodical approach to digital investigations.

On the other hand, ISO 27037 adopts a more targeted and specialized perspective, placing digital evidence at the forefront of its guidelines. By focusing primarily on the characteristics and uniqueness of electronic evidence, ISO 27037 provides essential recommendations for handling and managing this evidence effectively. This approach caters specifically to professionals in the digital forensics field who need to deal with complex and intricate electronic evidence. Moreover, ISO 27037's inclusive nature allows it to address the needs of various stakeholders beyond the traditional digital forensics community, such as industry professionals and organizational stakeholders involved in managing and responding to digital incidents.

The distinctive features of each standard are reflective of their respective origins and intended purposes. NIST SP 800-86, being a product of the NIST, embodies the rigor and comprehensiveness associated with a government agency's guidelines. On the other hand, ISO 27037, developed under the auspices of the ISO and the IEC, emphasizes international consensus and strives to cater to a global audience with diverse needs and perspectives.

The choice of which standard to adopt depends on the specific requirements and objectives of the digital forensic investigation or incident response. Organizations seeking a more structured and all-encompassing approach may find NIST SP 800-86 preferable, while those primarily concerned with the effective handling of
digital evidence may lean towards ISO 27037. Both standards serve as valuable resources for digital evidence first responders, but their distinct focuses and scopes make them complementary rather than mutually exclusive.

In future works, researchers and practitioners could delve deeper into the strengths and weaknesses of each standard, conducting case studies to evaluate their real-world applicability and effectiveness in various scenarios. Additionally, efforts to bridge the gap between the two standards and explore opportunities for convergence could lead to the development of a more comprehensive and unified framework that leverages the best aspects of both guidelines. This unified approach would cater to the evolving needs of the digital forensics community, academia, industry, and other stakeholders, fostering a more cohesive and efficient ecosystem for digital evidence management and analysis.

4. CONCLUSION

This study has comprehensively compared the NIST SP 800-86 and ISO/IEC 27037 guidelines in digital forensics, revealing their distinct advantages and limitations. ISO/IEC 27037 offers a holistic approach with a continuous improvement philosophy and certification benefits, but it is complex and resource-intensive, focusing more on prevention than incident response. Conversely, NIST SP 800-86 provides specific procedures for digital forensic investigations, making it accessible and practical, but lacks the comprehensive framework of ISO/IEC 27037. The choice between these standards depends on organizational needs, and future research should aim to develop a unified framework that integrates their strengths to enhance digital forensic practices.
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